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Nor-Tech Builds Optimized HPC
Clusters for Faster Simulations
Intel® HPC Orchestrator enables high-performance Nor-Tech clusters running
simulation applications from the SIMULIA brand of Dassault Systèmes
The SIMULIA brand of Dassault Systèmes provides simulation applications
running on advanced HPC clusters that enable users to explore real-world behavior
of products, nature, and life. The foundational software, or HPC “middleware,”
required to manage an HPC cluster can also ensure that application workloads
take best advantage of the underlying hardware resources. That is why Nor-Tech,
an HPC cluster builder, relies on Intel® HPC Orchestrator as its HPC middleware
stack to build the best clusters for their clients.

About the Client
Dassault Systèmes provides businesses with virtual universes to imagine
sustainable innovations. Its 3DEXPERIENCE® platform transforms the way products
are designed, produced, and supported. The 3DEXPERIENCE platform powers the
SIMULIA brand applications, which help companies improve the performance,
reliability, and safety of their products before committing to physical prototypes.
Nor-Tech is a worldwide manufacturer of high performance compute clusters,
computer workstations, servers, and storage for computation and visualization.
Nor-Tech is the second largest custom system builder in the U.S., producing
leading-edge cluster technology for academia, industry, and government.

Challenge
Developing HPC clusters is complicated and requires a wide range of open source
and commercial software components to manage resources and optimize them
for customer applications. Assembling and maintaining these components is
multifaceted and time consuming. Customers running simulations using the SIMULIA
Abaqus and multiphysics applications, which are optimized for Intel® Architecture
(IA), need an integrated set of HPC middleware that is also optimized for IA, reliable,
easy to use, and provides comprehensive system monitoring and control.

Solution
Nor-Tech builds HPC clusters targeting Abaqus simulation workloads using Intel
HPC Orchestrator, a comprehensive, integrated, and fully-supported suite of
software tools and libraries designed for Intel HPC clusters and supported by Intel.
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Results
•C
 ustomers get the high performance they need for
their simulations, along with a reliable and easy-to-use
infrastructure that minimizes time spent on system
maintenance and configuration.
• SIMULIA users can be confident that the systems have been
optimized to support their applications, and Nor-Tech can
build higher performance clusters more quickly and with
less one-of-a-kind customization effort.

Free Simulation Cluster Test Drive
Intel, SIMULIA, and Nor-Tech have collaborated to enable
users to try the Abaqus product suite running on Nor-Tech
built Linux* or Windows* clusters with Intel® Xeon® and
Xeon® Phi™ processors and an InfiniBand or 10GbE Intel®
Ethernet fabric. These clusters offer affordable high
performance computing for a variety of simulations.
To try out Abaqus on a Nor-Tech cluster, go to
http://www.simulationclusters.com.

Build Optimized HPC Clusters Faster
HPC Software Stack Is Complicated
“Since the initial launch of Abaqus in 1978, the number one
priority has been performance,” states David Barnes, Senior
Director at SIMULIA, developer of the Abaqus application.
“It is critical to our customers and what differentiates us.”
That performance depends on an optimized compute system
and having the right tools and libraries on the HPC cluster
during Abaqus runs. SIMULIA developers optimize their
Abaqus applications for performance on Intel® Architecture
(IA). But, maximizing the speed of Abaqus jobs running
on IA clusters also means tuning the entire cluster and
leveraging Intel software libraries to deliver every last bit
of performance possible.
Nor-Tech, the builder of HPC clusters for many SIMULIA
customers, had assembled a trusted software stack to
support their customers. But over time, many of the
components became obsolete due to a lack of dedicated
development and maintenance. Consequently, Nor-Tech had
been searching for, testing, and assembling new tools for
their clusters when Intel HPC Orchestrator became available
with all the components necessary for a cluster.

Leveraging the Comprehensiveness
of Intel HPC Orchestrator
In 2017, Nor-Tech started working with Intel to incorporate
Intel HPC Orchestrator into their integrated systems.
Intel HPC Orchestrator provides a comprehensive suite of
open source and commercial software with Intel support,
enabling HPC system integrators to quickly build and tune
systems with all the management and development tools,
performance tools, libraries, and runtimes needed to
operate a cluster effectively.

“The fact that Intel HPC Orchestrator offers a validated,
tested, proven, and stable environment to manage the
cluster is very important,” states Dominic Daninger,
Vice President of Engineering at Nor-Tech. “So, we know
there’s stability there, plus, with Intel support, we know
the environment will stay up to date as operating systems
evolve and as Intel introduces the latest CPUs, accelerators,
fabrics, and storage solutions.”

Simplified Cluster Integration and Management
“By having preconfigured clusters with Intel HPC
Orchestrator, we can really help customers identify
hardware that has been proven to perform well with
our applications,” adds Barnes. “It makes the purchase
specification process very, very simple. Customers will have
a much better idea of the performance they can expect
before purchasing the system and application software.”
“For some of our large-scale customers who have hundreds
of thousands of dollars invested in their HPC hardware,
tuning components of the system can be critical to pushing
the performance of the cluster to the maximum,” comments
Daninger. “With Intel support engineers behind the entire
cluster environment, we know we can address any issues
that arise to help the customer get the best performance
on their Abaqus workloads.”
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About Intel® HPC Orchestrator

Conclusion

Intel HPC Orchestrator is a family of Intel-supported software
products designed to simplify HPC system implementation
and maintenance. It provides a modular pre-integrated,
pre-tested, and pre-validated HPC middleware stack that
can significantly reduce the time required to get a new
cluster system operational and configured for the customer’s
workloads.

Building performant HPC clusters for customers requires the
best foundational software components and libraries that
optimize the system for the hardware and the workloads
that will run on it. Intel HPC Orchestrator gives integrators
the tools to quickly build and tune clusters, with on-going
commercial support from Intel.

Intel HPC Orchestrator is based on the open, communitydeveloped HPC software stack from OpenHPC. The stack
integrates tools for provisioning, resource management, data
management, monitoring, I/O services, and a host of other
software components. Intel also bundles its commercial
software development and performance tuning tools to
enable customers to further optimize applications that run
on Intel clusters. Intel provides commercial support for all
Intel® HPC Orchestrator components.

“Leveraging the power of Intel
and SIMULIA, we are looking to
build the best supercomputers
in the world.”
– David Bollig, President and CEO, Nor-Tech
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To learn more about SIMULIA, visit
www.3ds.com/products-services/simulia/
To find out more about Nor-Tech’s HPC integration services, see
www.nor-tech.com.
To learn more about Intel® HPC Orchestrator, visit
www.intel.com/hpcorchestrator.
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